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From:
Sent:

CN=Stuart Bateson/OU = MELCENTRAL/0=VICPOLICE@POL 
Monday, 14 August 2006 09:08
CN=James 0,Brien/0U = MELCENTRAL/0=VICP0LICE@P0L; CN = Shane 
Kelly/OU = Person/0 = DOJ@DOJ; CN = Shane Kelly/OU = Person/0 = DOJ@DOJ 
RE: Williams

To:

Subject:

Categories: Green Category, Blue Category

Jim and Shane

No, that is not correct. Justice King has stated that she believes that GOBBO may have a conflict of interest and may 
not be allowed to act for
has become a moot point because Gobbo is not longer going to represent 
Gobbo being in contact with

n his plea. She suggested that Gobbo get a ruling from the Ethics Committee. This
on his plea. I have no problem with

land there is certainly no legal impediment to prevent contact continuing.

The subject of las not been mentioned in front of Justice King at all.

Regard s,

Stuart

---- Original Message-----
From: O'Brien, James 
Sent: Monday, 14 August 2006 08:56 
To: Bateson, Stuart 
Subject: FW: Williams

Stuart can you shed some light on this for Shane as I have not been in court for this issue.

Jim

---- Original Message-----
From: Shane.Kelly@justice.vic.gov.au [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 14 August 2006 08:56 
To: O'Brien, James 
Subject: Williams

Hi Jim, noted reports that Williams stated Judge King agreed Gobbo should not be in contact with 
I'm aware of what Williams is up to, however is there any truth to the Judge King comment, as corrections then as 
obligations.

If you prefer to discuss on the phone happy to do so, know your busy so thought email may suit you.

SHANE KELLY
General Manager, Major Offenders Unit 
Department of Justice 
121 Exhibition Street T:|
(Melbourne, Victoria 3000)
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www.justice.vic.gov.au
Our values: Community - Together - Integrity - Respect - Happen @ One Justice

CAVEAT
PRIVACY ACT 1968 & FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 1982.
This message may contain privileged and/or confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee 
named above.
If you are not the intended addressee indicated in this message (unless delegated or authorised by the addressee to 

deliver this message to that person), you must not deliver, disseminate, copy or take any action in reliance on it.
If you have received this message in error, please notify the Major Offenders Unit, Corrections Victoria immediately on 
one of the telephone numbers above.

************** **************

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
The content of this e-mail and any attachments may be private and confidential, intended only for use of the 
individual or entity named. If you are not the intended recipient of this message you must not read, forward, print, 
copy, disclose, use or store in any way the information this e-mail or any attachment contains.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete or destroy all copies of this e 
mail and any attachments.
Our organisation respects the privacy of individuals. For a copy of our privacy policy please go to our website or 
contact us.
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